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Trump’s Top Priorities

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, January 22, 2017

Region: USA

What he should and will do may be world’s apart. His top priorities should be world peace,
stability, mutual cooperation with all  nations, making America a model state, unlike its
current pariah status, along with equity and justice for everyone.

No president in US history reached that standard. Jack Kennedy came closest.  Franklin
Roosevelt gave Americans vital New Deal policies during the nation’s Great Depression. In
large measure, he also bore responsibility for WW II.

Lyndon Johnson waged war on poverty while waging far greater war abroad, dividing the
nation in the process, his unpopularity forcing him out of the 1968 race despite his Great
Society achievements.

Ignore what politicians say. Follow only what they do. Trump delivered a promising inaugural
address,  striking  a  far  different  tone  than  most  of  his  predecessors,  refreshingly  omitting
phony rosy scenario hyperbole.

He pledged to serve all Americans straightaway. Saying he’ll “fight for you with every breath
in (his) body, and (he’ll) never, ever let you down” is hollow rhetoric without meaningful
policy initiatives backing it.

Replacing  corporate  enriching  Obamacare  with  something  worse  is  no  way  to  fulfill  his
pledge.  Nor  is  waging  war  on  social  justice  if  that’s  what  he  has  in  mind.

The pro-Hillary, anti-Trump New York Times outrageously called his ascension to power “a
hostile takeover” of the nation’s capital. The self-styled newspaper of record is unrelenting
in its  maliciousness –  furious over an outsider  defeating its  favorite,  wanting revenge,
disgracing itself more than already.

Trump:

“We will no longer accept politicians who are all talk and no action, constantly
complaining but never doing anything about it.”

The time for empty talk is over. Now arrives the hour of action. Do not allow
anyone to tell you that it cannot be done.”

Strong  stuff!  Nothing  Obama,  Bush/Cheney,  the  Clintons  and  most  other  US  presidents
matched  it  in  words  or  deeds.

Trump no longer is  a private citizen.  He’s America’s  45th president and armed forces
commander-in-chief, an enormous responsibility for anyone.
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He’s got bully pulpit power, along with the power and influence of his incumbency. Will he
back his lofty rhetoric with positive actions?

Will he serve all Americans responsibly as promised or just its privileged few – the way it’s
largely worked before?

Will  he be a warrior or peace president? Is his pledge to combat terrorism real or just
another ploy to continue US imperial madness?

Will he get along with Russia, China and all other sovereign independent nations or maintain
adversarial relations?

Will he do the right things or be just another dirty politician? Will the Trump era be looked
back on as transformational or disturbing continuity?

According to  Sputnik  News,  “(t)he Trump Administration will  consider  the invitation to
(Syrian  conflict  resolution)  negotiations  in  Astana  after  its  official  receipt,  and  will  not
participate in any negotiations until the formation of a clear US vision of a resolution to the
Syrian crisis.”

Earlier Trump complained about wasting trillions of dollars on foreign wars, accomplishing
nothing but disaster. Will he curb imperial madness or continue it? Pretexts are easy to
create to do what he wishes.

He took dead aim at destructive trade deals sending US jobs abroad. He wants NATO used
to combat terrorism, not wage war on other countries, so he said earlier.

He rhetorically challenged longstanding US tradition. Will  he initiate the most sweeping
changes in American policy since FDR’s New Deal, LBJ’s Great Society, and the Reagan era?

Will  his  agenda  improve  things  at  home  and  abroad  or  worsen  them?  As  a  newly
inaugurated president, it’ll take time to tell.

He  deserves  a  chance  to  prove  his  mettle.  He’s  the  first  US  president  letting  ordinary
Americans  communicate  with  his  administration  directly  –  via  Twitter.

I’ve done it numerous times, urging him to do the right things in brief comments and links to
some of my articles. He’ll get this one.

Incoming tweets are read by staff, checking for  possible threats,  along with likely gauging
public sentiment, other than what polls reveal.

Trump used his inaugural address to communicate directly with ordinary Americans, hoping
for improved public approval.

The only way to get it is through responsible governance – legislatively and by executive
actions as necessary.

On January 20, a new era in America began – the fullness of time to tell if for good or ill.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His new book as editor and contributor is titled “Flashpoint in Ukraine: How the US Drive for
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Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com.

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.
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